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By utilising the City and Mayoralty’s
convening power there would be better
engagement with smaller FinTech firms. It
was suggested that a FinTech specific
event could be arranged.
A discussion was had on the involvement
of COLP with insurance companies,
primarily on the need to improve the
messaging so that these companies knew
who to speak to when there was a cyber
threat. The Chair of Policy and Resources
supported the idea of improving this. She
felt that UK Finance would be a good
forum to raise this and suggested a round
table for insurers be held.
Members wished to understand the
breadth, depth and reach of this activity.
What volume of services had been
provided to what sectors, and where?
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In Progress- The City Police’s ABI
funded insurance investigation team
have been asked to engage with
CyberGriffin to explore opportunities
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Service volume – To date and
excluding bespoke presentations,
CyberGriffin(CG) have delivered 423
Baseline Briefings, 108 Table Top
exercises, 52 Cyber Capability
Assessment engagements and 28
Incident Response Training
sessions. ‘Awareness’ is therefore
CG’s key deliverable as this is the
focus of the Baseline Briefing.
Notwithstanding the above statistics,
it is important to note that the lower
frequency services generally deliver
a more lasting impact. Cyber
Capability Assessments leave
organisations with detailed plans for
security improvements and often

To be discussed with the Lord Mayor
in the coming months.
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trigger changes in their security
policy. Similarly, incident response
training sessions often drive
amendments to an organisations IR
plan. Overall, CG supervisors
believe that volume is still the better
measure of impact given the amount
of awareness CG deliver. CG
believes that the lower frequency
exercises run a closer second place
than the statistics above suggest
however.
Sectors – Most of CG’s engagement
activity is with financial services. In
the first years of the programme CG
relied on survey data to confirm this
but that data is based on those who
feedback which is a fraction of the
number that CG engages with. For
the last 18 months CG have
maintained a far more detailed
record of their engagements. CG
state they would not be able to
extract a sector breakdown in the
time they have before the next
ECCC meeting but can provide a
detailed sector based analysis for
the next meeting if the ECCC want
this information? If that is the case,
any direction on which sectors are of
interest would be helpful ahead of
the team reviewing the data.
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The Chair of Policy and Resources
explained that she had started holding
informal meetings with Police to see what
work was being done to push the
competitiveness agenda.
Some ‘blue sky’ thinking on the Centre for
Cyber Excellence was sought
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Where – Originally, Cyber Griffin
was totally Square Mile based and
replied fully on physical
presentations. Today, while the
focus is organisations in the City, CG
do far more work outside than
previously through the use of the
digital platform. Two key factors
have driven this shift; Firstly,
organisations seek a consistent
security posture which means that
assisting them requires Cyber Griffin
to train people in that organisation
wherever they are. CG regularly
deliver briefings to other parts of the
world where the organisation has a
footprint in the City. Secondly,
among protect teams Cyber Griffin
has developed a specialist business
focus, this means that other protect
teams will refer more complex
business engagements to them. This
has been a source of increasing
national work
This action will need to be
progressed in light of the new
Chairmanship of Policy &
Resources.

